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IN THE CLAIMS:

Pleasefind below a listing ofall ofthepending claiifts. The statuses ofthe claims are

setforth in parentheses,

L (Currently AmendoJ) A method for testing software, comprising:

examiningm application softwareprogram including calls to syntcm classes with

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool;

determining a static iisc count ofsaid system classes from the examining:

deriving a dynamic use count of each ofsaid system classes during operation ofsaid

application software ptxigrom from the examining:

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count; and

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes.

2* (Oripual) The method ofclaiml, wherein:

the st«5> of testing is such that only the most heavily weighted portion ofall such

system classes arc tested at alL

3. (Original) The method ofclaim 1, wherein:

the step oftesting is such that only those system classes that are actually used in

operation ofsaid apph'catibn software program arc tested at all;

wherein* costs and delays associated with such pointless testing arc avoided.
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4. (OxigiaalJ The method ofdaim 1, wherein:

producing a static ubo count furdicr comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing said static use count by a sum of all static use

counts.

5* (Original) The metliod ofclaim 1, wherein:

producing a dynamic use eount further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing said dynamic use count by a sum of all dynamic

use counts.

6, (Original) The method ofclaim U wherein:

producuig a static use count further comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum ofall stadc une

counts; and

producing a dynamic use count further comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the dynamic use count by a sum of all dynamic

use counts.

?• (Currently Amended) The mcdiod ofclaim 6, wherein the a step ofassigning to each of

flLcsystcm class classes a weight based on the static use count and the dynamic use count

further comprises the steps of:

assigning to a public untested system class in the system classes a first weight defined

by a first consUmt plus a sum ofthe static use count plus the dynamic use count;
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assigning a private untested software clasjj in the system classes u second weight thut

is eqital to the first constant;

assigning to each public function in the system classes tliat is not fully tested a third

weight tiiat is deSms defined as a second constant that is less than Ihe first constant, to which

is added a sum ofthe static observation percentage plus the dynamic observation percentage^

and

assigning to all remaining public and private functions in the sygttem classes u fourth

weight defined as a third constant thut is less than the second constant

8. (Original) The method ofclaim 1, wherein:

the testing the system classes fxtrthcr comprises ending a test when a testing resource

is exhausted and prior to testing a last entry having a least weight

9. (Original) The mcdiodofclaim 8, wherein:

the testing the system classes further comprises ending a test when at least a limit of

available time or funding is exhausted and prior to testing a last entry having a least weight

10. (Currently Amended) A machinc-rcadable medium on which is encoded machine-

rcadab|e_code for testing object-oriented system software having system classes, the seftwaro

)HmHg machine readable code for-*pe!forming-tfae>rollowing-gteps comprising :

machine-readable code for running a static analysis tool for examining an application

software program flfld-producing'a*renult, the application software program including calls to

the system classes;
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machine^rmdablccodc for determining a static use count ofthe system classes in the

applicatfon software program from the result;

machmc-rcadable_code_for running a dynamic analysis tool for examining the

application software program and producing a dynamic use count based on the application

software program's dynamic use ofthe system lUnctions while running tlic application

software program;

machine*rcadablc code for assigning to each system class a weight based on the static

use count and the dynamic use count, and

machine-readable code for testing the system classes, in order, based on the assigned

weight, fixim a first entry having a greatest weight

1L (Original) The software ofdaim 10, wherein:

producing a statlciisc count further comprises assigning a static obsen/atioa

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum ofall static use

counts.

12. (Original) Tbcsoftwareofclaim 10, wherein:

producing a dynamic use count fltrther comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the dynamic use count by a sum ofall dynamic

use counts*
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13* (Original) The software ofclaim 10, wherein:

producing a static use count fttrdier comprises assigning a static observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the static use count by a sum of aJl static use

counts, and

producing a dynamic use count fiirther comprises assigning a dynamic observation

percentage to each system class by dividing the dynamic use count by a sum of all dynamic

use counts*

14. (Currently Amended) The software ofclaim 1 0, wherein the assigning to each ofthe

system dass^ a weight based on die static use count and the dynamic use count further

comprises the steps of:

assigning to a public untested system class in the svstcm_elasses a first wdght defined

by a first constant plus a sum ofthe static use count plus the dynamic use count;

assigning a private untested software class in the system classes a second weight thut

is equal to the first constant;

assigning to each public liinction in the system classes tliat is not fully tested a third

weight that is defines as a second constant that is less than the first constant, to which is

added a sum ofthe static observation percentageplus the dynamic observation percentage;

and

assigning to all remaining public and private fijnctions in the system classes a fourth

weight defined as a third constant that is less than the second constant
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15, (Currently Amended) A machine^readable mcdiam
^
on which is encoded a software

tester program code, the soffamre tegtcr orogramjeode comprising:

means for examining an application software program including calls to system

classes with both a static analysis tool and a dynamic unalysis tool;

means for determining a static use count ofsaid system classes from the examining:

means for deriving a dynamic use count of each ofsaid system classes during

operation ofsaid application software program from thccxaminine:

means for assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on

its con*esponding static use count and dynamic use count; and

means for testmg said system classes in order according to said corresponding

proportional weighing attributes.

16, (Original) The tester ofclaim 15, wherein;

the means for testing is such that only the most heavily weighted portion ofall such

system classes arc tested at all.

17- (Original) A business model for testing software, comprising:

setting a resource limit on the available time or money that is devoted to testing a

particular application soOwarc program;

examining said application softwareprogram including calls to system classes with

both a static analysis tool and a dynamic analysis tool;

determining a static use count ofsaid system classes from the examining:
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deriving a dynamic use comit ofeach o f said system classes during operation of said

application software program from dioexamining:

assigning a proportional weighing attribute to each system class based on its

corresponding static use count and dynamic use count;

testing said system classes in order according to said corresponding proportional

weighing attributes and proceeding down to the least heavily weighted system classes; and

stopping testing when said resource limit is reached.
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